The Fachverband Afrikanistik e.V.

I would like to point out once again – in case that it has not become sufficiently clear: While we have hosted this digital from/in Frankfurt, the organisation behind it is the Fachverband Afrikanistik. I share the link and invite you to have a look and perhaps consider becoming a member?
http://fachverband-afrikanistik.de/

Publication?

Statement of interest until end of July. We do not need an abstract for that, since we have them in the abstract book for the conference. Please contact me about this, ideally with „AFRA2021. Interest to publish“, to both the following e-mail addresses:

lee.pratchett@hu-berlin.de and fanego@em.uni-frankfurt.de

By mid-August, we will decide whether there is sufficient interest. If so, we would discuss options, formats and finances. And contact those who sent their little „letters of intent“. We would insist on full papers to be sent to us in the autumn. Exact dates will be communicated with the decision whether or not we go ahead with the projection to make a publication out of selected papers.

Feedback

Using the following link, you can give us (anonymous) feedback. We would appreciate that, in order to ensure that experiences from this first digital Afrikanist*innentag also in terms of logistics and technical aspects are documented and can be made available for future events (be they digital, hybrid, partially digital, or other)

https://padlet.com/koyardayare/ms317vtu5c9nv8vu

Meeting again

Next time:

Afrikan*istinnentag 2023 in all likelihood in Leipzig. Dates to be confirmed but the steering group in Leipzig is considering the summer term 2023 (e.g. June, early July, but that is tentative!!). The information will be made available on the websites of Afrikanistik in Leipzig (https://www.gko.uni-leipzig.de/institut-fuer-afrikastudien/) and on the website of the Fachverband (http://fachverband-afrikanistik.de/)

Please note that there is also another opportunity that should be mentioned. The Orientalistentag has an African (language) studies/Afrikanistik section

34. Deutscher Orientalistentag 12.-17.09. 2022